Dear Friends,

LET’s TALK ABOUT HEROES!

This year should be best remembered not just for the crisis we are living through, but for the stories of people coming together in a time of extraordinary need.

At Samaritan House I have seen that heroes come in many forms. Did you know that when we had urged all volunteers over 65 to stay home to prevent risking their health, many of our senior volunteers insisted on coming in anyway? Of course, we convinced them to stay safe for now, but I share this to emphasize the unquenchable, indomitable spirit of this community.

In fact, if you are reading this, it is because in some way you are a hero to those struggling to make ends meet. For many, this is their first time asking for help. Unfortunately, this may not be their last, as the effects of this economic crisis have yet to fully surface.

Jenn, a first time client told us, “My husband was forced to close his business due to COVID. The banks weren’t of any support. Our case manager, Angela, was very helpful and we were able to receive 2 months of mortgage assistance. Samaritan House was there for us and I’m so grateful they answered our call.”

Jenn represents one of over 23,000 of our neighbors in need who came to Samaritan House this year, and Angela represents one of the many front line workers who selflessly pour their time and love into serving people like Jenn. There is no fanfare, no “Oscar” trophy for helping others. This holds true for the silent heroes at home too. Those who sew masks, donate stimulus checks, and ask, “What else can I do to help?”. Simply and genuinely, the heart of this community finds its reward in helping one another.

We see you, we hear you, and we appreciate you. Thank you for being a hero to people in greatest need in our community. Thank you for standing with us this year and for sustaining us moving forward as we tackle what is to come.

Warmly,

Bart Charlow
CEO, LMFT

At times like these, it is easy to feel overwhelmed. I find solace in the words of Maya Angelou who stated that rather than being reduced by change, she would embrace it.

For more than 45 years, Samaritan House has provided essential services and offered hope for those struggling in San Mateo County. We believe that a sustainable community is only possible when every person has the resources needed to live. In our response to today’s crisis, I am thankful for our staff and volunteers who swiftly rally to achieve this goal. But, our work has only just begun. Based upon the changing conditions, we are well aware that there will be a rapid growth of clients as the crisis continues. We are laser focused on this growing need that will require long-term planning to stretch resources and innovate delivery of services.

Looking ahead, we will continue to provide exceptional client support by fortifying our infrastructure, expanding our reach, hiring extraordinary people, forging new business relationships, and deepening our partnerships. With the recent acquisition of a neighboring property, we are excited to safely expand our programs and better meet the needs of our neighbors. Imagine a world where everyone has a safe place to call home, health care and security of food. Samaritan House is uniquely positioned to help make this world a reality in San Mateo County. Join us.

We are incredibly grateful to our donors, volunteers, elected officials and business owners for their generosity, especially during these difficult times. You are never taken for granted! We look forward to working with you to embrace change and continue fighting poverty and lifting lives. Our founder, Dr. Clemons, welcomed change as the rule, not the ruler.

We are all better for it! Thank you.

Sincerely,

Davina Hurt, Samaritan House Board of Directors, President 2020-2022
WE STEPPED UP, YOU DID TOO

As the need for help grew, so did your efforts to lift up the working poor in our community. As demand continues to surge, we'll continue to be here for whoever needs us.

Total Meals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Meals Provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1.3 MILLION*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1.7 MILLION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*That's an extra 100,000 meals per month since COVID-19 began.

Total Clients Served

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Clients Served</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>14,902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>23,128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Financial Assistance (All Core Agencies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Assistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRE-COVID</td>
<td>$35,000 PER WEEK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINCE COVID</td>
<td>$200,000 PER WEEK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CLIENT STORY

Adriana’s story represents the strength and resilience of an entire community who’s endured extraordinary hardship. Waking up to the smell of smoke in her Millbrae apartment complex, Adriana dialed 911. The fire was particularly intense and by the time first responders arrived, flames had engulfed the building. Barefoot and accompanied by her three children, ages 3 to 11 years, they witnessed the unimaginable; their home of 10 years burning to the ground, taking with it their dreams for the future.

Adriana had worked as a parent educator for children with cognitive disabilities but lost her job at the onset of COVID-19. Now, they were homeless and without stable income, in the middle of a pandemic. Adriana, along with 11 other displaced families, moved from hotel to hotel. “Everyone who lived in that apartment was in shock. Most of us who lived there had called that place home for at least 5 years. My daughter was devastated, and my son would ask, ‘Are we going somewhere else now?’”

Simple things, such as a home-cooked meal, became impossible. “We would have to buy takeout because we didn’t have a fridge to put food into. We didn’t have a microwave, and sharing the communal kitchen wasn’t possible. It was a really rough time.”

At the beginning of her housing search, Adriana heard about Samaritan House through the City of Millbrae. “Samaritan House offered to assist us with the security deposit. Given we were in an emergency, it was the best thing that could happen. We also received fresh fruits and vegetables. My kids are obsessed with vegetables! And Pampers. Samaritan House supplied Pampers for us. The process was easy because all I had to do was drive through the pantry pick-up line and provide my information. Everyone was so kind.”

Despite the enormity of their loss, Adriana found the strength to carry on for the sake of her children. “I want people to see that there is no shame in asking for help. You have to do anything you can in your power for your kids. Samaritan House helped us. When you feel like you have nothing, you feel alone and that nobody cares. The fact that Samaritan House was so welcoming makes it breathtaking to see a community coming together and doing something for someone.” Adriana and her children are now housed in their new home in Pacifica, starting a new chapter in life that is full of promise.

JOHN KELLY
LEGACY CIRCLE

We rely on leadership and collaboration from people like you to address complex issues faced by those living in poverty. Making the decision to prepare a legacy gift gives you the opportunity to provide lasting, positive change in thousands of lives for generations to come.

Legacy donors are invited to join Samaritan House’s John Kelly Legacy Circle. We gather Legacy Circle members each year to honor member contributions and to show how legacy gifts support improvements in our programs and in the community. To join the John Kelly Legacy Circle, all you need do is tell us that you have included Samaritan House in your estate plan, whether by your will, trust, retirement plan, bank account or other means.

Legacy Circle members inspire others to look toward the future and learn how they, too, can have a lasting impact in the lives of our neighbors who are less fortunate. We hope that you will allow us to thank and recognize you in Samaritan House publications and communications. If you choose, we will respect your wish to remain anonymous.

Please let us know if you have any questions or would like to explore your family’s priorities, hopes and dreams to make the community a better place for all. Give us a call, in confidence, at 650.523.0817.

“There are several reasons why I decided to add Samaritan House to my Estate Plan. The need is great and becoming greater. Samaritan House is all about neighbors helping neighbors; something our family is passionate about. Through volunteering, my daughter understands the importance of giving back to the community. By giving my final gift to Samaritan House, this idea of giving back will stick with her over her lifetime. Also, it’s a very tax efficient way to give if you simply reallocate a % of your 401K. Login – click, click, click and submit!” ~ Jason Ting
Partners in Compassion
A Conversation with Silicon Valley Community Foundation President, Nicole Taylor

HOW HAVE YOU SEEN THE COMMUNITY COME TOGETHER DURING THIS TIME?

Silicon Valley Community Foundation is privileged to work with many individual, family and corporate donors and other philanthropic partners who have given generously to support our communities during this time. I have also witnessed all sectors – from corporations to government to nonprofits – step up to help those who are facing the most trying of circumstances caused by COVID-19. I am heartened by our communities’ collective support in response to COVID-19.

CAN YOU SPEAK TO THE IMPORTANCE OF SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS FOCUSED ON MEETING THE BASIC NEEDS OF THE MOST AT-RISK POPULATIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY?

Community-based organizations, like Samaritan House, play a critical role during these times because they provide vital support to people who need help with basics like groceries or housing assistance. Especially in times of crisis, I encourage people to support the operating needs of community-based organizations, like Samaritan House.

WHAT DOES THE ‘FIGHT AGAINST POVERTY’ LOOK LIKE FOR SVCF?

Given the wealth disparities of our region, we know that the core of our work needs to be centered on economic mobility and increased housing options for those who are battling poverty. As such, SVCF recently launched a new strategic direction committed to reducing the systemic disparities that have historically prevented low-income people and people of color from having equitable access to everything this region has to offer.

WHAT IS GIVING YOU HOPE RIGHT NOW?

Despite the extreme disparities that have been magnified by the COVID-19 crisis, I believe that this crisis has elucidated the undeniable truths of the pervasive, structural racism that runs through so many facets of our society. It gives me hope to see that many people are recognizing this, and acting with compassion, generosity, and determination to change the status quo. Plans for a recovery are focusing on how we can dismantle racial and socio-economic disparities to create a world that is more equitable and inclusive for all.

WHY DID SVCF CHOOSE SAMARITAN HOUSE AS ONE OF THE LEAD AGENCIES FOR ADMINISTRATION OF THE REGIONAL RESPONSE FUND FOR SAN MATEO COUNTY?

“SVCF has had a longstanding partnership with Samaritan House, and we trust its history of accountability, speed and commitment to our communities. We knew Samaritan House would be able to quickly get funds and resources into the hands of those who needed it most, and to do it compassionately and responsibly.”
Thank you for logging on and going virtual with us at The Main Event 2020. While attending and participating in a virtual gala was new for all, you stepped up to provide for our neighbors who are weathering day-to-day hardships on top of an unprecedented pandemic. Your enthusiasm and adaptability demonstrates your enduring compassion for those in need. With gratitude, thank you for lifting up our community. Special thanks to our sponsors:

**GREAT GATSBY**
Sheila and Mark Wolfson

**FUND-A-NEED**
The Bohannon Foundation
Carole Middleton
Sutter Health/ Mills-Peninsula Medical Center
Gilead Sciences

**CHARLESTON**
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Kaiser Permanente

**CAT’S MEOW**
Hanson Bridge LLP
Bill and Sue Kenney
Peninsula Health Care District
Dave and Adrienne Weil

**DAPPER FLAPPER**
Avidbank
Barulich Dugoni & Sutmann Law Group, Inc.
Bay Area Border Relief
Boston Private
Damelio Group
Dignity Health - Sequoia Hospital
Provident Credit Union
The Raiser Family
San Mateo County Community College District
Ting & Associates, Merrill Lynch Wealth Management
Woodmont Real Estate Services

**BEE’S KNEES**
The Bohannon Foundation
Fitzgerald Landscapes
Dr. Massy Safai
Vocker Kristofferson & Co.

**HOTSY TOTSY**
Mike and Cathy Aydelell
Ken Constantino - Realtor
D’ Elia Construction Inc.
Henry Schein Dental Co.
Lisa Karson, Realtor, McGuire Real Estate
Lana Morin Pierce

**COMMUNITY SUPPORTERS**
Anne Abela
Cindy and Chris Abramson
Carolyn and David Amaral
Lynn and Ralph Armeno
Joyce and Richard Baur
Catherine and R. Duncan Beardsley
Janice and Dennis Berkowitz
Anita Bhandari
Tami Tong Bhaumik and Samir Bhaumik
Audrey Bojack and Richard J. Bojack
Susan A. Brenner
Lucretia-del J. Broussard
Maureen and Robert Buck
Carolyn and Robert Bunje
Anne Campbell and Michelle Green
Joyce Cave
Marie and Mike Chuang
Susan Comartin
Elizabeth Crispin
Docusign Matching Gifts Program
Sue and Mark Dooley
Rabbi Dennis Eisner, Peninsula Temple Beth El
Mary Ann and Robert Fitzgerald
Maureen and Paul Fitzgerald
Beth and William Freeman
Lisa and Jack Fuchs
Terri and Larry Garnick
Mayor Joe Goethals
Robert J. Grassilli, Jr.
Myra Hagerty and Mike Harrod
Holy O. Hing
Craig and Deborah Hoffman
Patricia Hsiu and William Stein
Pam and Bill Hudson
Michael Jackson
Terry J. Jacobs

denver's FroYo

Keren and Jeffrey Kotowitz
Annette and David Kranzler
Christine and Jeff Krolak
Pamela Kurtzman
Debbie and Jeff Lucchesi
Mollie and Joe Marshall
Stephanie Masten
Laurie and Laurence May
Margaret and Michael McCaffery
Megan McSweeney and Andrew Whalley
Susan N. Meyers
Marlene and Mick Mihojevich
Beth Morris
Derek Mune
Tamara Naidu
Tasia and David Neeve
Bryan Neider
Liz and Bob Olson
Susan and Roger Oser
Brian Perkins
Judith Powell and David Olson
Dolores A. Quigg
Lucy M. Schmidt, MD
Brenda and Jim Sell
Margaret Shafer and Cliff Robbins
Kathleen and Elliot Shubin
Bessie L. Stewart-Ross
Charles and Jessica Stone
Susan Swetter and Daniel Guenin
Lori Tamura-Chinn
Ilana and Neal Tandowski
Mayor Cecilia Taylor
Jim Traceski
Mary Lou and Frank Vidergar
Rosa and Chris Welton
Allan Wolfchuck

**OFFICIAL JEWELRY SPONSOR**
Kems Fine Jewelry

**UNDERWRITERS**
The Patty Dwyer Group
Peninsula Building Materials Co.
Peninsula Siding Co., Inc.
RG Developments, Inc.
SEA Construction, Inc.

Thank you for your support in making The Main Event 2020 a roaring success!
In the last quarter of our 2020 fiscal year, COVID-19’s impact meant that Samaritan House had to dramatically grow our core programs fast – food, shelter, healthcare and homelessness prevention – to meet the overwhelming surge in demand for these necessities. At the same time, we had to drastically alter our operations to keep our clients, volunteers and staff safe. Samaritan House received significant funds at the end of fiscal year ‘20 that are already committed to assist with meeting the extraordinary demand expected this year, most notably toward assisting families with essential expenses, such as housing, food and health care.

As we begin our 2021 fiscal year, those living in poverty will need every member of our community to step up and help them weather this storm, which is expected to last well into 2021. The County of San Mateo estimates that at least $13,000,000 is needed to ensure that everyone who is struggling to pay their rent or mortgage can do so – and that’s just through the end of December 2020. Further, the San Francisco Chronicle estimates that hunger in San Mateo County has nearly tripled since the pandemic began (9/16/20 issue).

As San Mateo County’s primary provider of rental assistance and as the community’s largest non-profit provider of food to the poor, we have a critical role to play in stabilizing thousands of families and making sure our community can endure. We have effectively used the funds raised so far to keep pace with the demand, but we know we will need to continue to grow, continue to adapt if we’re going to keep up with the instability COVID-19 has caused. We invite our community to stand with us in resilient compassion with a hand extended toward our less fortunate neighbors, so that we can lift one another to a better tomorrow.
OUR FINANCIAL PICTURE
July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020

Samaritan House relies on the generosity of others to make our work possible. Nearly 78% of funding comes from community donations. Thank you for investing in our community.

IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS
Using in-kind goods and services allows us to make the best use of our dollars. 61% of our in-kind contributions include food donations – another 8% include medical supplies and lab tests, and 20% highlights professional volunteer hours – the doctors and nurses at our clinics.

Charity Navigator has awarded Samaritan House its top 4 STAR rating for 12 consecutive years, placing Samaritan House in the top 3% of rated charities nationwide based on a series of financial and transparency indicators.

SUSTAINABILITY
Samaritan House fiscal policies and practices are focused on liquidity, adaptability, and durability to ensure that we are fiscally strong to serve the future needs of the community.

For full audited financial reports and 990s, please visit www.samaritanhousesanmateo.org.

BALANCE SHEET
As of 6/30/2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assets</td>
<td>$27.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liabilities</td>
<td>$2.6M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets</td>
<td>$24.9M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THANK YOU!

Samaritan House thanks the following individuals and organizations for supporting our essential work in the community this year. We take great pride in supporting the folks who need us most, and during this unprecedented year we couldn’t be more grateful for each and every supporter who stepped up to meet our community’s needs. The following donations were received between July 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020.
Kaiser Permanente
Sarah Kelsey and William Forrest
Lauren and John Levy
The Lim Family Charitable Fund
Debbie and Jeff Lucchesi
Alma Martinez and Paul Dybbro
Margaret and Michael McCaffery
Dr. Kathy McKenna
Neil and Evy Schiffman Charitable Account
Nikon Precision, Inc.
Florence and Stuart Nixon
Nugent Charitable Giving Account
Gus Panos
Peninsula Volunteers, Inc.
Mary Ann and Michael Pietro
PMI Worldwide
Jenny and Luke Proskine
Provident Credit Union
The Raiser Family
Nettie and Chip Ramsay
Bay Area Border Relief
Massy Safai, MD
Safeway Foundation
San Mateo County Community College District
Sares Regis Education and Community Fund
Susan Screen
Constance Sevier
The Spetz-Saldin Family Charitable Fund of the
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Starbucks Foundation: Neighborhood Grants
Fund
Shauna and Michael Stark
Twyla Stewart
Linda Sue Strand
Rajesh Subramanian
YoonSung and Jason Ting
Philip Michael Traynor
Joshua Tyler
Vector Laboratories, Inc.
Nina Weil
The William T. and Susana D. Huston Family
Foundation
Woodmont Real Estate Services, L.P.

$2,500 - $4,999
Betsy and Jay Adams
Steven E. Albert
John Ananny
Peggy Andrews and Norm Brod
Arnie Sambel Agency
Catherine and Mike Aydelott
Catherine Baird and Stan Karp
Suzanne Beechley
Mikita Belahlazau
Anne and Ian Benham
Cynthia and Fred Bertsch
The Bluebird Fund
Carolyn and Robert Bunje
California Water Service Company - San Mateo
Joan Cassman and Michael Duncheon
Congregational Church of San Mateo
Robert Crews
Elizabeth Cross and Anthony Stayner
Julia Cutler and Pierre Lemieux
Roxanne L. Cyr
Cytokinetiks Inc.
Terresa De Laurentis
Michaeline and Mario DeCaro
James V. Diller
Mary and Sean Echewarria
Joshua and Melissa Egbert
Tomomi and Noboru Emori
Leslee Ann and Wayne Feinstein
Jennifer and David Fisher
Gayle Flanagan
Lori Fuchiwaki
William Getty
Hany Ghali
Grant Giving Fund
Greek Orthodox Church of the Holy Cross
Lisa and Adam Halpern
Patricia Harding and William Tiedeman
Henry Harper
Carolee and Jon Hazard
Doraine and Walter Heyman
Hillsborough Garden Club
Hillsdale United Methodist Church
Hohenschuh Family Fund
Allison and Terry Hudson
The Ian Patrick Sobieski Charitable Fund
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Local Union No. 618
Kimberly and Michael Johnson
Laura and Conor Johnson
Mary Lou and William Joyner
The Kahawa
Vocker Kristofferson & Co.
Pamela Kurtzman
Nancy and James Kyser
Julie and Steven Lamont
The Lewis Family Charitable Fund
Argenta Lopez
Nancy and Alex Malaspina
Laurie and Laurence May
Pam McCarthy-Hudson and Bill Hudson
McMillan Electric
McQuillan Foundation
Millbrae Lions Club
Ross Millikan
Swarna and Dr. Alexander Moldanado
The Morgan and Peyton Fisher Foundation
The Morrison & Foerster Foundation
Sally Morton
Nancy C. and John Newman
Sarah Tierny Niyogi
No Starch Press Fund
Ronald Olander
Kris and Gene O’Neil
Susan and Kurt Oppenheimer
Pacific Gas and Electric Corporation Foundation
Jason Paik
Peninsula Building Materials Co.
Peninsula Siding Company, Inc.
Georgene Petri
Lana Morin Pierce
Dolores A. Quigg
Rosati Charitable Fund
Jessica and Jamie Rosenberg
Rotary Club of Foster City
San Mateo County Association of Realtors
San Mateo Union High School District Teachers
Association
Loren Schaffzin
Rita and William Schildknecht
SEA Construction, Inc.
Jean and Robert Segal
Reva and John Segall
Lisa and Steve Shirley
Susan and Greg Sickal
St. Paul’s Episcopal Church
Margaret A. Taylor and Floyd Gonella
Carol and Curt Tenviliger
The Thomas and Diana Crawford Charitable Fund
Graham Townsend
Elis van Boldrik
Visa Global
Joyce and Norm Weil
Elayne and Irv Weinstock
Dianne and David Willoughby
Women’s Fellowship of Woodside Village Church
Sheila and Gerald Worblewski
Rachel and John Youmans
Richard Young

$1,000 - $2,499
Janet and Mark Abelson
Becca Ackerman-Bennett
Adams Street Partners
The Ajuria Family
Enrique Albert
Alexander Family Fund
All Saints Episcopal Church
Allan and Jenny Figueredo Family Foundation
Carolyn and David Amaral
Amy Woolf Charitable Fund
Lage E. Andersen
Lynn and Ralph Armenio
Dina Artz and Leonard Rosenduft
Jonathan Bamford
Bank Leumi USA
Gina Bartlewski
Jia and Richard Barton
Jeanne and William Barulich
Eileen and Ralph Battat
Cathryn and Joseph Baylock
Paula Bennett
Mary Ellen and Tom Benninger
Jennifer Bestor and Eric Kintzer
Shyam Bhatia
The Body Studio, Theresa and Danny Gordon
Audrey Bojack and Richard J. Bojack USAF, Ret.
Mark Bolger
Mary M. Bona
Julie Borden
Jan and Scott Borison
Lynn and Richard Bortoli
Nancy and Howard Bott
Monica and Donald Bragg
Ursula Braun
Michael Broach
Lucretia-del J. Broussard
David Brownman
Robert Brush
Maureen and Stephen Buchner
Maureen and Robert Buck
David Bui
Mary Burns and Carey Wilson
Janice Busa-Zumba
Lewis Butler
Andrew Byrnes
Victor Cai
Suzanne Corder
The Casa Miranda Fund
Casamondo Development Corporation
Salvador Casente
Susan Cassling
Nancy Chapin
Charlotte Russell Agency
Nancy and Bart Charlow
Elizabeth Cheng
Wen Ling Cheng
April and George Cherrington
Victor Chinn
Jennifer Cho
Julie and Will Chong
Patricia Chu
Susan Chuang
Michele Cinq Mars
Clarke Laney Charitable Fund
Ellen Clear and Stephen Kazan
Janet and Morton Cohen
Diane and Joseph Cohn
Alexis and David Colker
Barbara Coli
College Heights Church
Karen Colom and Robert Shimamoto
Donna and Eric Colson
Congregational Church of Belmont
Connie and Bob Lurie Philanthropic Fund
Ken Constantino - Realtor
Daniel Cooperman
Karen and Ronald Wagner
Hazel and George Walton
Anne Hsiao-Nan Wang and Chin-Jeng Chiang
Marilyn Weeks
Linda Weil
Christopher White
Janet N. White
Lisa and Michael Williamson
Larissa Wilson
Winningham Family Fund
Claire and Philip Wittrock
Kairen Wong
The Woods Family Fund
Elizabeth and Robert Yapp
Gary Yee
Dena Ann and Christopher Zwingle

$1-$499
Cindy Abbott
Erika and Stephen Abbott
ABC - Attorneys Bettering the Community
Anne Abele
Daniel Abrahamson
James Abrams
L. Vannah and Matthew Abrams
Neil Abrams
Joan and Philip Abrams
Chris Abramson
Stephen O. Abucay
David Adam
Adama Foresight Co.
David Adam

$500-$999
Bayside Community Church
Joyce and Richard Baur
Craig Baumgartner
Marcia Lanefeldt
Sharon Ann Baum
Jill Bauer
Lourdes and Scott Sieling
Ana Silva
Danica Silva
Mrs. Mercedes Silva
Michael Silva
Susan and Alson Silva
Eileen Silver
Joan and Marvin J. Silver
Wayne Silver
Lori Silverstein
Jacquelyn and Vincent Siminitus
Mark Simon
Linda Simonsen
Linda and Dave Simpson
Greta Simpson
Robert Stinidelar
Mohan Sigamshetty
Dhirendra and Rohini Singh
Jay and Angela Singh
Shikha and Chris Singh
Susan Skieresz
Celia Skipton
Karen and Stephen Skurnac
Fallyn Smith
Joan E. Smith
Kaisa M. Smith
Kathryn Smith
Sally W. Smith
Susan Smith
Rebecca Smith-Coggins
Dan Smolkin
Barbara and Dave Smoot
Ross Snailer
Barbara and Yash Snider
Matthew Snigg
Ralph Snodgrass
Brandon Snyder
Gayle and Bruce J. Snyder
John Snyder
Leigh Sobotka
Allegra and Stanley Sockol
Maria Sogomonova
Virginia Sota Solletti
Aaron Solomon
Ben Solomon
Susan Solomon
Myre Sonobe
Myna Sonobe
Mark J. Sontag
Sada Soorapanth
Colleen Shannon Soracco
Anne and Alvin Sortwell
Diana C. Sosa
Marian and Jeffrey Sosnick
Jeffrey Soto
Michelle Soto
Michelle Sourbarian Fowler
Douglas K. Southard
Raymond Spain
Margaret S. Speidel
Natalie Speno
Sheila Mahoney-Spiller and Steven L. Spiller
Carol Spillman and Eric Rogge
Alisa and Peter Spivak
SPRSI Santa Rosa Council #43
Jo Ann Squeri
Pai Srukhost
Anne and Lawrence St. Lezin
Jane Stahl
Erin and Chris Stallings
Oceanie Stanek
Nancy Stang
Ashley and Matthew stanley
Peter Stansky
Judy Starling
Michelle Stav
Marianne and William Steach
Irene Stead
Claire Steedden
Norma and Gordon Steele
Kerianne Steele
Regina and Michael Steele
Linda Stegora
Alicia Stein
Lynn E. Gittel and Michael Stein
Ya Hui Steinbrecher
Irene Soler Steiner
Anne and David Steirman
Elizabeth Stelling
Susan Stendahl
Joe Stennet
Stephen and Danielle Chamberlin Giving Fund
Debbe Stern
Miriam Seigel-Stern and Dennis Stern
Kaitlyn Stevens
Sally E and and Donn Stevens
Diane Steves
Emily Stewart
Heather Stewart
Virginia Stewart
Bessie L. Stewart-Ross
Gail and Donald Stickrod
Vernon and Vernon Stigge
Lisa Stiles
Dana Stoehr
Moreen Stoehr
Brendan Stone
Jean Stone
Leonard J. Stone
Kelly Storek
Allyson Storn
Rosemary and Howard Stovall
Gertrude H. Strambi
Cindy and Phil Strause
Shari Golan and Lee Strieb
Robert E. Stroud
Debra Stucke
George S. Studle
Tim Stuebbe
Rosemary Stuebing
Jennifer and Paul Stuppi
Pam Suboc
Carol and David Sullivan
Cheryl Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sullivan
Denise D. Sullivan
Ellen Sullivan and Wendell Lee
Judith and Jerry Sullivan
Amanda Sullivanlee
Edward W. Suman
SUMIT ARORA
Dana Supan
Ward Supplee
Kathryn Suski
Karen Suskiewicz
Frank Sutter
Janice Sutton
Mirian and Ron Sutton
Suzanne and Steve Mankoff Charitable Fund
S. Lee Swain
Monica Sweany
Julie and Daniel Switky
Switzer, Goldeau & Associates
Paulette Sylvester
Sze Family Fund
Evelyn and Tom Szleny
Janet Szleny
Alma and Raymond Szpadzinski
Donna Doetsch and Eugene Szymanski
Kelly Taaffe
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom - Peninsula / Palo Alto Branch
Louise Won
Annie Wong
Lilian and Arthur Wong
Celeste Wong
Derrick Wong
Jimmy Wong
Kathryn Wong
Melinda and Stephen Wong
Michelle Wong
Nira and Dick Wong
Rieko and Tim Wong
Amy Wong-Thai
Woo Family Charitable Gift Trust
Elaine Wood
Virginia Wood
Sharen Woodroofe
Charmion and Donald Woolfe
Mary C. Working
Judy Worster
Darren Woulfe
Carolyn and Ralf Wrenn
Krisien and Brian Wright
Merna Richardson and Larry Wright
Angela Wu
Jennifer Wu
Lisa Wu
Sherry Wunder
Angela Xu
Keyang Xu and Yali Lai
Linda and Bryan Yager
Chuya Yang
Sucz Su Yang
Joyce and Marek Wolter
Marcella Yano
Andrew Yao
Linda Yates
Lynn M. Yazzolino
Elizabeth Yeager
Elaine and Daryl Yee
Lahia Yemane
Grace Yeung
Elaine Yip
Suzanne Yongers
Margaret Yoon
Raymond A. Yoro
Barbara R. Young
Beth Young
John Young
Michelle Young
Pamela and Robert Young
Michael Youssef
Andy Yue
Janet Zablock
Sherry Zacharia
Joyce Zagrzebski
Judy and Eugene Zahnow
Michael Zaller
Julia Zancanella
Evelyn Zara
Robbin Zarbo
Suzanne Zaro
Linda Ruggeri and Michael Zarella
Paul Zawisli
Deborah Zeller
Adan Zepeda
Xiaoyue Zhang
Diana Zheng
Sandra Zicke
Julie and Joe Zier
Bernadette Zigalo-DelBraccio
Molly and Joseph Zimmerer
Janet Zimmerman
Theo Zimmerman
Lisa and Randy Zink
Judi Zografas
Ronald Zucker
Inga Zukin

In Honorandum
In honor of 39th Ave San Mateo Clinics Crew
Jerry Winges and Charlene Hsu-Winges
In honor of Mark and Gilah Abelson
Nathan Schmidt
In honor of Sebastian Ackerman
Becca Ackerman-Bennett
The Leslie Family
Ruth Rabin
In honor of Adary Electric
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Thomas Addison
Jill Jacobson
In honor of Laura Agarwal
Melissa Dreselhuiys
In honor of Lynda and Ted Andreaatta
Mrs. Ruth Wolff
In honor of Peter Antupit
Ms. Rosalie Antupit
In honor of Cathy & Mike Aydelott
Julie Brenner
In honor of Mike Aydelott
Dave and Sally McClure
In honor of Maryanne Bachrach
Cathy Bloomfield
In honor of Barretta Property Service
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Dan Barsi Construction
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Nada Barulich
Becky and Gregory Barulich
Stephen and Theresa Rutledge
In honor of Bashland Builders Company
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Mila Bautista
Kristen and Alberto Bautista
In honor of Gail Baxley
Maryanne Silber
In honor of Laura Bent
Linda A. Rarden
In honor of Frances Berger
Norman and Esther Harris
In honor of Cassandra Herrum
Hudson Brandt
In honor of Theresa Bjorn
Richard and Adrienne Lee
In honor of Carrie and Eric Bookstein
Lohmberg Family
In honor of Mary Borges
Teresa Olsen
In honor of Nancy Bott
Cathy Bloomfield
Kelah Nieto
In honor of Bowditch Middle School 6th Grade G.R.E.A.T. Project
Mr. Ryan Lee
In honor of Kim Boyanowski
Laura Fuller
In honor of BPR Hotels
Janet Fairbairn
In honor of Donald Brandt
Ruth Finkelstein
In honor of Freda Buchanan
Electronic Arts
Aaron Houts
In honor of Tish Busselle
Beth Beisecker and Rob Adams
In honor of Carney Refrigeration
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Steve and Erica Carter
Bob and Sharon Ford
In honor of Michael Chang
Steven Kotik

In honor of Bart Charlow
Ms. Nancy Greenberg
In honor of Deryck Chu
Liu-Jen Chu
In honor of Brad & Yamileth Clore
Susan Marks
In honor of Kathryn Collins
Kimberly Lowe
In honor of Michael Condrey
Brooke Grabrian
In honor of Diane Cortez
Norman Cortez
In honor of The Courson Company
Carol Sandman
In honor of Covid-19 Front Line Workers
Marianne and William Steach
In honor of Jacques Cressaty
Edith Howard
In honor of Dave Cunningham
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Mulqueeney
In honor of Custom Home Builders
Half Moon Bay
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Daniel and Thomas Rodrigo Salas
In honor of David Toews Construction
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Richard Davis
Ms. Eleanor T. Lewis and Steven Davis
In honor of Beth de Rose
Joanne McMahon
In honor of The Deppe Family
Charlotte Payton
In honor of Dorothy DeTar
Mrs. Genel Morgan
In honor of The Devincenzi Family
Marianne and William Steach
In honor of Lisa and Jeff Diamond
Steve Karass and Karen Moen
In honor of Dijeeo Pogage Construction
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Tricia Dippel
Edith Howard
In honor of DoBel Construction
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Vera Dobrinen
Mr. Jonathan Goodier
In honor of Carolyn Doggett
Barbara Kerr
In honor of Lexi Doto
Mike Doto
Thomas Musante
In honor of Drew Maran Construction
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Candice Duerksen
Hudson Brandt
In honor of Teri Dunwoody
Jana Hoffman
In honor of Kelly Ebeling
Edith Howard
In honor of Barbara Eichten
Sarah Veessers
In honor of Robert and Linda Ellis
Robert and Jeanne Ramirez
In honor of Ivan Espinoza
Ms. Julie Holman
In honor of Conrad Essen
Tamsen Duke
In honor of Rabbi Dan Feder
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Scheinman
In honor of Nicole Fernandez
Pamela Oleary
In honor of Ruth Finkelstein
Emily Thomann
In honor of Lolli Freedman
Janet and Mark Abelson
Phil Abrams
Cathy Bloomfield
In honor of The Harris’
In honor of Kaarin Hardy
In honor of The Hann Family
In honor of The Hsiu/Stein Family
Doreen Malier
In honor of Beatrice Isaacs
Ruth Finkelstein
In honor of Betty Johnson
Robert Churdt and Catherine Bristow
Stephen and Joanne Rovno
In honor of Ms. Khala Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Nguyen
In honor of Marsha Jurase
Teresa Colone
In honor of Aaron Kabaker
Carol and Michael Cohen
In honor of Jennifer Kabaker
Carol and Michael Cohen
In honor of Dr. Mathew Kakis
Anthony and Lella Kakis
In honor of Sonal Kamath
Hudson Brandt
In honor of Aaro Kannonberg
Jan Verhage
In honor of Ann Keiffer
David Wartman
In honor of Bill Kenney
Margaret A. Taylor and Floyd Gonella
In honor of Jodine Klein
Richard and Eva Klein
In honor of Komp Construction
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Miriam Ladabaum
Sylvie Blumstein
In honor of Clayton E. Lee
Ms. Adrienne Y. Lee
In honor of Broke Law Construction
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Les Kelly, Inc.
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Paul Levine
David and Maryanne Silber
In honor of Herm Lewin
Edward and Janet Austin
In honor of Lillian Mark
Hannah Chu
In honor of Little Dots Daycare
Tricia Wong
In honor of Aiden Lubarsky
Sarena Lubarsky
In honor of M.S. Warren Construction
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Marian Kubrak
Joanne McMahon
In honor of Portola Valley Assoc
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Judi Powell
Charles Casey
In honor of Margi Power
Steven Miranda and Lauren Blackett Miranda
In honor of Rebecca Powers
Ms. Ann S. Powers
In honor of Sylvia Pratt
Ruth Finkelstein
In honor of Nancy Pribuss
Nancy Pribuss
In honor of Property Services (Jay O’Day)
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Dolores Quigg
Ms. Jean Howe
Elizabeth Murray
In honor of The Quigg Family
Dolores A. Quigg
In honor of Tushar Raghuram
V. Raghuram
In honor of Anne Rebockstock Hoeksema
Charitable Excellence Award Winner
In honor of Luke and Elle Richardson
Cynthia Lee
In honor of Laura Robblee.
In honor of Chris Suydam
In honor of Sutti & Associates
In honor of Danielle Sunshine
Sylvie Blumenthal
In honor of Scott & Associates
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Chris Suydam
Alexandra Wolles
In honor of Sylvester Family
Paulette Sylvester
In honor of Vivian Tang
Wealth Architects
In honor of TDC Environmental’s clients and colleagues
Ms. Kelly D. Moran and Mr. Mark M. Eliot
In honor of Dawn Tesarowski
Hudson Brandt
In honor of Emily Thomann
Ruth Finkelstein
In honor of Town of Hillsborough
Barbara Regan
In honor of Kimberly Tran
Thomas Mueller
In honor of Audrey Tse Treanor
Melissa Dresselhuys
In honor of UUSM
Rebecca Lynn
In honor of Van Acker Construction
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of John and Phyllis Van Hagen
Richard and Ann Laveroni
In honor of Steve Viscio
Mayer Management Systems
In honor of Dorothy Vogel
Dorothy Vogel
In honor of Marlene Wasson
Elizabeth Toulouse
In honor of Wayne Anderson Construction
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Howard and Margaret Weiland
Mr. and Mrs. Howard J. Weiland
In honor of Ms. Bonnie Weiss
Kendall Hall
In honor of Robert Welte
Carol Welte
In honor of William S. Rehlich, Inc.
Izmirian Roofing & Sheet Metal
In honor of Nanette Willis
Gloria Fourie
In honor of Emme Wolf
Mrs. Elizabeth Wolf
In honor of Dr. Jason Wong
Sheila Mandow
Allan Wofchuck
In honor of Woody
Lin Woodruff
In honor of Gianni Woolf
Anthony and Leila Kakis
In honor of Kim Yee
Susan Jackson
Lahia Yemane
In honor of Carol J. Young
Karen Samuel
In honor of Tom Zaernich
Joanne McMahon

In Memoriam
In memory of Stanley Aikala
Brian Boisson
In memory of Alfred Alegre
Mrs. Karen Devan
In memory of Harry Ambrunn
Mrs. Marjorie Ambrunn
In memory of Eric Anderson
Joseph and Terri La Mariana
In memory of Yolanda Aguirre
Cecilio Alberto and Sylvia Aguirre-Alberto
In memory of Velia Atchley
Mark Avelar
In memory of Auntie Christina
Tyler Pender
In memory of Kamel Ayoub
Ronald and Karen Wagner
In memory of Bob and Rita Balliet
Robert and Lisa Balliet
In memory of Betty Barry

Eileen Barry and Mike Darcy
In memory of Dr. Marts Beekley
Suzanne Beekley
In memory of Norma Berliner Salz
Janice O soske
In memory of Bikram Shamsher Bhandari
Keswinder Singh
In memory of Pavitra Bhargava
Rishi Bhargava
In memory of Arvind Bhopale
Wesley and Sachiko Nakasora
Richard and Fangling Needham
In memory of Louis Bianchi
Yolanda Pite
In memory of Elray Bilsay
Anne Fuller
In memory of Hildegard Boese
Marilyn Dinges
In memory of Bob Booton
Tamsen Duke
In memory of Patrick J. Boyle
Fred and Gertrude Moore
In memory of Arlene Brandwein
Jessica Brandwein
In memory of Ariel Brenneck
Ms. Cathy McCormick
In memory of Lois Brewer
David and Patricia Armanino
In memory of Connie Brooks
Marcia Mehl
In memory of Vera Brown
Mr. Adrian Wheeler
In memory of William W. Budge
Judith Barton
Sydney and Jeff Bissett
Nancy Budge
Janet Bursuck
Deborah and James Coonan
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Curry
Mr. Edouard D’Hemery
Pamela and David Hakman
Eric S. Haueter
Ms. Margaret King
Ann Kuchins
Ms. Lurlene Menziez
Beverly J. Myers
Brian and Kim O’Maley
Abigail and Henry Wilder
In memory of Nancy Burnett
Kathleen Beltrame
In memory of Carleen and Paul Burri
Barbara and Craig Ditman
In memory of Sal Canjura Jr.
Maria Canjura
In memory of Michael Cardle
Mr. Eugene Cardle
In memory of Joe Cavagliera
Muffie Calbreath
In memory of T. Guick & Jay Cerreite
Muffie Calbreath
In memory of Margaret Mary Charlotte
Louise Thornton
In memory of Nelson Chu
Ming Chu
In memory of Jim Cole
Anne Conti
In memory of Edmund & Mary Conlon
Diane and Norman Cortez
In memory of Robert Crowe, Jr.
Julie Freiberg
In memory of Lillian Cunningham
Anne Fuller
In memory of Nancy Kathryn Cunningham
Michael Broach
In memory of Suzanne Curley
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Cortez
In memory of Shirley Daniel
Phillip and Barbara Wenger
In memory of Betty and Norton Davey
Alexa Knight
In memory of Paula Davis
Ms. Marilyn D. Higuera
In memory of Tricia Nieberding Davis
Gayle Eterne
In memory of Jeanne L. De Alcuaz
Peter Siegel
In memory of Simon De Anda
Katherine De Anda
In memory of Lina Della Chiesa
Bjorn Olsen and Sara Griffin-Olsen
In memory of Dolores Delligatti
Rosalind Delligatti
In memory of Lawrence Delucchi
Peta Kretscher
In memory of Eileen Donohue
Bill Raffin
In memory of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Duke
Tamsen Duke
In memory of Jim Duley
Alexa Knight
In memory of Maria Eloisa Dybbro
Paul Dybbro and Alma Martinez
In memory of Frances Ellis
Roosemarie Lashkoff
In memory of Kyle Enanoria
Michelle Enanoria
In memory of Skip Erwin
Robert and Sally Reingold
Lynd Ewing
In memory of Jinhong Fan
Andrew Olson
In memory of Dr. Jonathan Feinberg
Dr. and Mrs. Abramson
Ruth Andersen, RN
Patricia Bregan
Dr. and Mrs. Bernard Dehovitz
Bari Dunphy
Michelle Ebersman
Karl and Dawn Ehrlich
Maureen Ellis-Goldrath and Marc Goldrath
Terry and Celia Harms
Dr. Harvey and Mrs. Gay Kaplan
Jodi Linke
Dr. and Mrs. Alan Marx
Lisa Nash
Denise Pepp
Katherine Prokop
Ms. Ellen Richards
Sidney Rosenberg, MD
Gerald and Ellen Saliman
Jim and Brenda Sell
Dr. Robert and Mrs. Judith Silverman
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Storch
Mr. and Mrs. Phil E. Strouse
Lori S. Thereson
Dr. Steven Tulkin and Ms. Sydney Kapchan
In memory of Gary Fiernuth
Ms. Judy Worster
In memory of Madeline Fiore
Frand Tampakov
In memory of Erin First
Richmond Rosen
In memory of Carol Fitzgerald
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Metzler
In memory of Tomisa Fonseca
Maria Ewing
In memory of Florence Frappin
Toni Ann Bottari
In memory of Charles “Charlie” Frederick
Heather Ryan
In memory of Larry Funk
Ronald and Karen Wagner
In memory of Ida Gaddini
Anne-Maria Gaddini
In memory of Walter Gaines, MD
Mrs. Florette Schwartz
Remigio Galvez
In memory of Henry Games
Mrs. Kate Thiel
In memory of Nola Gardner
Senta Colombo
In memory of Daniel Geller & Julia Raney
Heidi and David Geller
In memory of Joseph Geller
Martha Geller
In memory of Paul Gill
Roosemarie Lashkoff
In memory of Kenneth Going
Peter Meier
In memory of Luke Sebastian M. Gonzales
Neil & Marcy Gonzales
In memory of P.D. Gupta
Sanjeev Gupta
In memory of P.D. and Saroj Gupta
Sanjeev Gupta
In memory of Ray Halloran
Margaret Halloran
In memory of Taft A. Hanna
Mrs. Margaret Hanna
In memory of Patricia Harders
Gene and Kris O’Neil
In memory of Jonathan Harms
Terry and Celia Harms
In memory of Harris & Helen Harper
Henry Harper
In memory of Dick Herman
Virginia Hibbs
In memory of Dr. and Mrs. Edward and Patricia Hewlett
Mr. James Hewlett
In memory of Mary Hill
David and Carol Bergman-Hill
In memory of HUR
Mary Raso
In memory of Dr. Scott Holden
Helena O’Shea
In memory of Victor Horwitz
Helen Fricke
In memory of Marjorie Hroziencik
Amy Selin
In memory of Mrs. Velma Ivanetich
Leslie and William Gomba
In memory of Grace and Luther Izmirlian
Richard Izmirlian
Robert Izmirlian and Suzanne Smith
In memory of Grandson James
Karen and George Herrel
In memory of Reginauld Jaderstrom
Ron Morin
In memory of Burton W. and Janet C. Jones
Thomas Jones
In memory of Alex C. Jonsson
Stanley Jonsson
In memory of Eva Josephine
Stephen Cowley
In memory of Edith and Charles M. Kaiser
Ms. Debra Kaiser
In memory of Ilona Karmel
Rahat Glass-Hussain
In memory of John Kelly
Ruth Andersen
Clyde Beffy
Janice and Dennis Berkowitz
Jordan and Judith Bloom
Pierre and Joyce Bouquet
Mr. and Mrs. James Bullock
George and Eva Fulvio
Fritzi Henning
Ron and Barbara Houle
David and Jane Jackson
Brian and Janis Kelly
John LaTorra
Joe and Annette Legallet
Thomas and Nancy Marrisco
Mr. Larry Moyer
Mr. and Mrs. Luke K. O’Brien
Tom and Nancy Pendegast
Vincent and Idalée Pitino
Kurt and Melissa Rothenbuescher
Mrs. Florette Schwartz
Howard and Rosemary Stovall
Margaret A. Taylor and Floyd Gonella
Mr. Anthony Villanueva
Mark and Shelley Wandro
Greek Orthodox Church of the Holy Cross
Signature Properties, Inc
In memory of Dorothy Joann Kilpatrick
Barbara Kilpatrick
In memory of Geraldine Kott
Allan and Loretta Tripp
In memory of Dr. V. Krishnan
Gayathri Goutam
In memory of Gordon Kullberg
Pamela Kullberg
In memory of Harold Kullberg
Pamela Kullberg
In memory of Phyllis Kullberg
Pamela Kullberg
In memory of Arthur Labrie
Robert Rideau, DDS
In memory of Michael Lech
Robert Sneathen
In memory of Nicolas Lemas
Mary and Thomas Vigo
In memory of Katherine L encioni
Patrick and Anna Murphy
In memory of Thel Levine
Ellis Berns
In memory of George and Marie Leyes
Ms. Ginny Kortenkamp
In memory of Patricia Ann Leyes
Ms. Ginny Kortenkamp
In memory of Ruth Lillo
R. Duncan and Catherine Beardsley
Robert and Katherine Sharp
In memory of Don & Nancy Lindstrom
Carrie Gonzalez
In memory of Carolyn Livengood
Lexis Livengood
In memory of Frederick Loewy
Becky White Loewy
In memory of Ida and Gilbert Lombardo
Francesca Lombardo
In memory of Julie Lutz
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence L. Lutz
In memory of Allen Lyons
Clem and Jane Molony
In memory of Bob MacArthur
Norma MacArthur
In memory of Claudette L. Main
Jim Main
In memory of Mildred Makinson
Sandria Molozzi
In memory of Ganga S. Mani
Kumar Srinivasan and Lakshmi Subramanian
In memory of Irwin Marcus, DDS
Anthony and Leila Kakis
In memory of Paul Marshall
Hope Marshall
In memory of Linda Martin
Lawrence Kollerer and Lucretia Matulich
In memory of Jennie McCarthy
Peggy Brady
In memory of Bruce McDonald
Linda Centoni
In memory of Pauline and William McGowan
Jeffrey and Anne Geddes
Charles McGowan
In memory of Ron McGrew
Jelane McGrew
In memory of Tim McGrew
Jelane McGrew
In memory of Edward McNab
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Lake
In memory of John Mehl
Nancy Hobbs
In memory of Lilia Melton
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Melton
In memory of Sylvia Merkadeau
Ms. Pamela Merkadeau
In memory of Donald Mitchell
Barbara Moher
In memory of Thomas Moher
Barbara Moher
In memory of Robert Morgan
Sally Morgan
In memory of Diane Morin
Ron Morin
In memory of Carl Neilson
Stephen and Jeanne Kane
In memory of June Neuhaus
Mr. and Mrs. Herman J. Lewin
In memory of Ralph Neuhaus
Mrs. Ralph Neuhaus
In memory of Rosemary Nolan
Paul and Ann Scheley
In memory of Isaak Nordon
Mark J. Sontag
In memory of Joyce Ochse
Shannon Paley
In memory of Don O’Classen
Delores and Sam Balestieri
Lawrence Kollerer and Lucretia Matulich
John and Kathleen Martin
In memory of Sheila O’Neil
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Beffa
In memory of Adelina Ong
Janette Aciacia
In memory of Fern Ort
Beverly Ort
In memory of Janet and Wiley Owyang
Patty Owyang
In memory of Ted Pacchetti
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Curry
Paul and Dena Fisher
Joe and Betty O’Connor
In memory of Anne C. Palen
Phil Palen
In memory of Jose Palomera
Amelia Palomera
In memory of Martha Paton
Joyce Guglielmi
In memory of Dr. Dilip Kumar Paul
Ms. Saswati Paul
In memory of Parents of Sonia Pelkowski
Mr. Robert A. McLean
In memory of Joan Perris
Mr. Allen Perris
In memory of Robert Pors and Mary Ann
Moglia-Pors
Richard Young
In memory of Gertrude Poulin
Ron Morin
In memory of Pranay
In memory of Parents of Sonia Pelkowski
In memory of Donald Raffin
Barbara Moher
In memory of Roberta Reddy
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Geller
In memory of Madeline Rieg-Cheshareck
Timothy and Helen Hanlon
In memory of Evelyn and Fred Raffin
Bill Raffin
In memory of Mario Raffin
Bill Raffin
In memory of Knud Henning Rasmussen
Eric Sabelman
In memory of Roberta Reddy
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Geller
In memory of Madeline Rieg-Cheshareck
Timothy and Helen Hanlon
In memory of Lorraine Rinaldi
Roland Bianchi and Judy Rodgers-Bianchi
In memory of Nate Rosenberg
Deborah Rosenberg
In memory of Georgia Rothrock
Ms. Cynthia Cornell
Linda and Frank Ruplinger
Laura Grifis
In memory of Pam Russell
Janet Maze
In memory of John A. Rutgers
Gayle Etienne
In memory of Kibbie Ruth
Kerianne Steele
In memory of Dr. Mary E. Sahu
Amit Sahoo
In memory of Felipe San Antonio
Ms. Rebecca Gaynor
In memory of Dr. William L. Schwartz
Janice and Dennis Berkowitz
Jordan and Judith Bloom
Dr. James Laumond
Michael Schwartz and Michele Bielman
Mrs. Frotette Schwartz
Kip and Katherine Sheeline
Margaret A. Taylor and Floyd Gouella
Vincent J. Scotto, III
Tom Richard
Denise Ruggeri
In memory of Steven Segale
Mrs. Elizabeth Segale
In memory of Yelanji Hanumamtha Setty
Vijaya Raghavan
In memory of Constance Sharp
Samantha Sharp
In memory of Tony Sheehan
Brian Boisson
Kathy and Michael Joyce
Mrs. Mary A. McGuire-Hickey
Sean McLaughlin
In memory of Dr. Charles Shubin
Irving and Janice Katz
In memory of R.A. Skipton
Ms. Celia Skipton
In memory of Ron Souza
Ronald and Karen Wagner
In memory of Nancy Steele
Kerianne Steele
In memory of Vicky Stein
Chuck and Renee Brownman
In memory of Cathy Sugg
David and Elvi Menke
In memory of Gloria and Bob Suhl
Mr. Craig J. Suhl
In memory of Sharan Sulipioz
April May
In memory of Monsignor James T. Tarantino
Howard and Rosemary Stovall
In memory of Gary Teal
David and Patricia Armanino
In memory of Sarah Tiano
Rachel Stinnett
In memory of Fran Tompaksan
Ms. Judith Abrams
Ro Aguilar
Louise Berman
Ms. Roberta Boam
Ms. Betty O. Cohen
Susan Cohen
Ms. Marcia Daniel
Joan and Phil Ershler
Sherry Greenberg
Anne Henneger
Mrs. Marjorie Hoffman
Renee Leap
Tom McBurnie and Elaine Levy
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Luchinsky
Mr. Michael Massing
Ms. JoAnn Massing
Ms. Marjorie Massing
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Mennen
Janis Polt and Jeff Goldman
Lynda Romero
Fern and Jaime Schwartzberg
Frank and Amitta Seebode
Ms. Harriet Weiner
In memory of Spiros and Sophia Vathi
Evangelos Hytopoulos
In memory of Phil Vella
Barbara Balbi
Tyler Virden
In memory of Leo Wall
Reid and Barbara Casey
In memory of Dr. John Thomas Walters
Eliana Alicea Zamborno
David Roth
In memory of Lyn Varni
Gordon and Susan Bardet
In memory of Bonnie Webb
Suzanne Brignoli
In memory of Helen & Lewis Weil
Charles and Susan Lakatos
In memory of Lewis and Helen Weil
Rob and CoAnn Vendl
In memory of Rita Vender
Ralf and Carolyn Wrenn
In memory of Michael Wild
Bill Raffin
In memory of Joy Williams
Jen Kawakami
In memory of Robert Woolf
Susan Wolfl
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Miguel Yribarri
Paul and Barbara Corey
In memory of Vicki Zmuda
Christine Zmuda
The John Kelly Legacy Circle
Endean Abrahamson*
Edna Banta*
Robert Batinovich Charitable Remainer Unitrust*
Frances A. Bedenis*
Cathryn Braga
Mary D. Bremner*
Raymond A. Brown Living Trust*
Bernice Brownson*
Donald G. Buerkel*
Tish and James Busselle
John L. Carberry
Felix and Iva DeMatski Family Trust*
William S. Drieslein*
Gayle Flanagan
Jeanne Fleming
William S. Freeman
Pam Frisella
Marcia Gedanken*
Margaret S. Gerlinger Trust*
Bette Ghiotti Trust*
Lois G. Gilbert Family Trust
Louis J. Gifford*
Robert Grassilli, Jr.
Nancy Hall*
Abraham L. Hankin*
Public Funding
City of Burlingame
City of East Palo Alto
City of Foster City
City of Menlo Park
City of Redwood City
City of San Carlos
City of San Mateo
City of South San Francisco
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Peninsula Health Care District
San Mateo County Behavioral Health and Recovery Services
San Mateo County Department of Housing
San Mateo County Human Services Agency
San Mateo County Medical Center
San Mateo County Strong Fund
Sequoia Healthcare District

Matching Supporter
Abbott Laboratories
Abbvie
Adobe Systems
Agilent Technologies
AIG
Alaska Airlines
Ameriprise Financial
Amgen Foundation
Apple
Applied Materials Charitable Match Trust

Account
Arthur J. Gallagher Foundation
Autodesk Foundation
Bank of America Foundation
The Boeing Company
Box, Inc.
Cham Zuckeberk Initiative
Chevron Corporation
Cisco
Costco Wholesale Corporation
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
Docusign
Dolby
Dropbox, Inc.
Electronic Arts
Envestnet Giving Program
FHLBank Federal Home Loan Bank
San Francisco First Tech Federal Credit Union
Franklin Templeton Investments
Gap Inc. Giving Campaign
Gartner
Genentech, Inc.
Gilead Sciences
Google
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Foundation
Intel Corporation
Intuit
Itron, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson
Kaiser Permanente Community Giving
Campaign
KLX Foundation
Levi Strauss
LinkedIn
Macy's
Makeka Capital Management
MAP Energy, LLC
Mcafee
Merck
Nerdwallet
NetApp, Inc.
Netflix
Nintento
Norton Lifelock
Nvidia
Oath, Inc.
Okta
Oracle Corporation
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
PayPal
Pfizer
Playstation Cares
Raytheon Technologies
Ring Central
The San Francisco Foundation Matching Gifts
Salesforce.org
ServiceNow
State Farm
Survey Monkey
Symantec Corporation
Synopsys Inc.
TE Connectivity
Teradata
Texas Instruments
TIIA-CREF Employee Giving Campaign
Turnitin
Twilio Inc.
UBS Financial Services Inc.
Verus Advisory, Inc.
Visa Givingstation
VMware Foundation

In-Kind Donations
$100K+
Americas
County of San Mateo

$25K - $49.9K
CAIMA, Inc.
City of San Mateo
Palantir Technologies
Wurthshill

$10K - $24.9K
Costco Wholesale - Foster City
IGT
Lilly
Pfizer
SamTrans
James White

$5K - $9.9K
Abbott
Peggy Brady
Grace Carranza
Maureen Dermenjian
HTY Foods
Tasia and David Neeve
Piazza's Fine Foods
The Real Real

$2,500 - $4,999
Julie Belarde
Joy Caneda
Nisha and Amir Chaudry
Clemmons Vending
Fernardo V. Galang
Gator Games LLC - Garrett Green
Kern's Fine Jewelry
Laura Kirby
Leon Marshall Jr.
Peninsula Jewish Community Center
Pepperidge Farms
Leanne Perez
Jackson Post
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Proteus Digital Health
Lynette Robinson
Safeway - Foster City
Congresswoman Jackie Speier
St. Paul's Church

$1,000 - $2,499
AARP South San Francisco Chapter 3156
Melissa Abad
Alok Aggarwal
Deborah Alfaro
Alaska Airlines
Sarah Bailey Hogarty
Naomi Bautista
Joanne Bohigian
Byrd's Filling Station
Church of Christ of San Mateo
City and County of San Mateo Airport
Commission
Aimee Coyne
Sylvia M. Crotty
Dowle Plaza Hotel
Elaine Frederik Popell
Guideline, Inc.
Myra Haggerty and Mike Harrold
Health Fidelity
Richard Hedges
Hope Lutheran Church San Mateo
Anna Hornick
John M. Ward & Associates
We strive for accuracy in our listings. Please email giving@samaritanhousesanmateo.org if your information needs to be updated.
We believe an enduring community is only possible when every person has the resources they need to live. Because of this core value, Samaritan House will continue to lead the fight against poverty in San Mateo County with commitment and determination; effectively leveraging resources and implementing programs that lift up the working poor. And we will do it for more people than ever before, because you are with us. Thank you.

“When the pandemic hit, my wife and I lost our jobs. For a period of time, we were in dire need since we were without an income. Our situation was stressful, but we’ve always felt welcome at Samaritan House”.
— Gerardo, client

For over 45 years, Samaritan House has been leading the fight against poverty in San Mateo County. We are the only organization that delivers the full breadth of essential services and personalized support to the working poor. By ensuring our clients are fed, clothed, healthy, and housed, we help them create their own stability and remain an active, successful part of our community.

4031 Pacific Boulevard, San Mateo, CA 94403
Phone 650-341-4081
Email: info@samaritanhousesanmateo.org
Visit us on the web at www.samaritanhousesanmateo.org

Don’t forget to follow us on Social Media: